CASO
Document
Management
bridges the
old and new
Digital archives created with
Contex scanning solutions and
ImageSilo®, the cloud content
management system from
Digitech Systems make working
remotely easier for CASO
customers.
Over the past few decades, the
requirement for document manage
ment has remained constant. Yet,
an ongoing challenge for many
organizations is the divide between
digital and legacy hard-copy files.
For every new digital file, there are

”

The Contex scanner with
Nextimage produces
beautiful PDF/As, which look
great in ImageSilo®.
The Zero-Turn workstation
was the difference-maker in
meeting our client’s needs.
Richard Tamaro, Owner and CEO, CASO
Document Management

Since 2010, CASO Document Management
exclusively uses and resells Contex large
format scanners.

hundreds of hard copies in storage
— sometimes overrunning valuable
office space. Companies like CASO
Document Management are solving
this challenge by scanning volumes of
customers’ hard-copy documents at
a rapid pace and storing them in an
online repository for easy and secure
access.

customer asked for the project to be
completed in half the time.

In a world where working remotely is
to be expected — and planned for —
this document management service
is a necessity.

With the new solution, CASO was
able to complete its client’s archiv
ing project ahead of the accelerated
schedule. This allowed the customer
to downsize its office space sooner,
saving thousands of dollars in opera
ting expenses. However, more than
the monetary savings, the customer
values the improved efficiency gained
from its secure online repository,
especially with a remote staff.

To create an efficient digital archive,
CASO relies exclusively on Contex
large format scanners and Digitech
Systems’ ImageSilo for cloud content
management. The combined solution
allows CASO to deliver high-quality
service, exceeding customers’ docu
ment management requirements.
Put to the test
One customer project especially put
CASO to the test. The onsite archiving
project involved more than 31,500
large format records to be captured
with Contex scanners and uploaded
for management in ImageSilo. It was
a piece of cake for CASO, until the
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CASO made the impossible possible
with a Contex HD Ultra X paired with
a Zero-Turn Scanning Productivi
ty Center from National Azon. The
combined solution helped to boost
productivity by an astounding 400%.

